Collection name: Terri Keyes Collection

Collection number: TKC-1

Dates: c1912 - 1916

Quantity: 36 photographs [scanned]

Provenance note: Photographs from the family of Oscar & Lois Olson and son Howard (born c1915) pertaining to Oscar’s service at the various Great Lakes Life-Saving Stations in the early 1900s. Donor kept the originals, but allowed the Library to scan them.

Biographical & Historical Information: Oscar Olson served with the Middle Island Life-Saving Station as No. 3 Surfman between 1913 and 1916.

Scope & Content: (36) Photographs from Middle Island (32) (years 1913-1916), Tawas Point (1), Vermilion Point (1) (year 1912), and Grand Marais (2) Life-Saving Stations.

Access: Open to research.

Preferred Citation: Terri Keyes Collection, Alpena County George N. Fletcher Public Library
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